The event «Learn more about the presenter and Outreach Liaison.»

Outreach Liaison. Congressman Jesús "Chuy" Garcia's Illinois 4th Congressional District as and downs. Currently, Del Toro serves the his time at UW-Madison. As a first-generation who seek to lead on the world experiences from his youth and defining accomplishments throughout his career, delivering the keynote lecture for UW-Madison alumnus Aaron Williams, will provide inspiration for the next cluster of (usually) two related courses freshmen)? For the spring, FIGs are spring semester FIGs and that they are the part of the Honors Program that combines coursework with community service experiences. UW-Madison offers Spring FIGs courses every semester, and FIGs are open to all undergraduate students, regardless of major.

More information on You@Wisc »

YOU@Wisc is a student connection portal to build resilience within students and provide information on mental health services. You@Wisc offers a variety of tools, content, and resources specific to students at UW-Madison. It is designed to help students meet their academic, personal, and professional goals.

Campus Info & Opportunities

Visit the Honors Program calendar to learn about upcoming events and workshops. The Honors Program offers a variety of events and workshops throughout the year, including the annual Honors Conference, which provides an opportunity for students to present their original research and connect with other honors students and faculty.

Fellowships and Internships

The Honors Program offers a variety of fellowships and internships to support students in their academic and professional development. These opportunities provide students with hands-on experience and exposure to real-world challenges. Students can apply for fellowships and internships through the Honors Program website and are encouraged to meet with honors advisors to discuss their options.

Career Presentation: "You Are Ready. Are You Prepared?"

The event will be held today, November 16: Navigating Healthcare. From 12-1pm today, hear UW alum Jesus Del Toro share lessons learned during his time at UW-Madison. As a first-generation student, Del Toro has faced unique challenges and is well-positioned to offer insights on navigating healthcare and preparing for a career.

Students paying with a Wiscard can get a for pre-cooked Thanksgiving dinners! The Wisconsin Union is now taking orders for Thanksgiving To Go Meals! Learn more and register »

Enroll filters and viewing instructor provided content, you can use our overview of YOU@Wisc to learn how to reserve a spot!

More information on YOU@Wisc »

FEASIBILITY: Arokele Oyelana

Search for "FEASIBILITY: Arokele Oyelana" on YouTube to find the video of the presentation. The presentation explores the feasibility of implementing a vocational training program for students in underprivileged communities. The presenter discusses the challenges and benefits of the program and offers insights on how it could be scaled up to reach a larger audience.

Spring 2022 Automatic Honors Courses:

In addition to using the Honors Program calendar to find Spring FIGs courses, students can also search for automatic Honors courses using the Course Search & Enroll filters. Automatic Honors courses are available to all students and provide an easy way to enroll in an Honors course. The deadline to edit your enrollment is end-of-day Tuesday, November 16, 2021, so students need to act quickly to confirm Honors credit.

Additional Honors Program Updates:

Honors advising is in high demand throughout November as students plan to complete their courses. If you have not already scheduled an appointment, it may not be possible to enroll for spring. Please continue to use Starfish to schedule appointments. If you have not already scheduled an appointment, it may not be possible to enroll for spring. Please continue to use Starfish to schedule appointments. The deadline to drop a course or drop Honors Optional credit next week is November 16. Need help troubleshooting enrollment issues or have other quick, urgent questions? Today through the end of the month, Honors advisors are offering month, Honors advisors are offering month, Honors advisors are offering phone calls and appointments for quick conversations (up to 15 minutes). There will be no drop-ins on phone calls and appointments for quick conversations (up to 15 minutes). There will be no drop-ins on phone calls and appointments for quick conversations (up to 15 minutes).

Visit the Honors Program calendar to view the complete schedule.

To learn more about the Honors Program, visit the Honors Program website: https://honors.ls.wisc.edu/